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to extract and press Run to install and use it. 100% safe and without survey.You should try this Hack. Discover and
share iOS Widget and app Wallpaper Android Wallpaper to enhance your experience.1:33 2:00 3:03.Q: Require two

fields to be different in cake php I have two fields: address1 and address2, each addresses will be different, and
also are single or double. I just want to use an auto-complete feature, but it will display only address1 if both

address1 and address2 are empty. In the format is date: month:day, the user would be able to select the month,
and the date picker will automatically shows the day to insert into the database. How can I do this in cake php?

Thank you. A: You could use the beforeValidate method on your model. Something like this: public function
beforeValidate() { if (!empty($this->data[$this->alias]['address1'])

&&!empty($this->data[$this->alias]['address2'])) { $this->data[$this->alias]['address2'] =
$this->data[$this->alias]['address1']; } } Or in the case of a single field: if

(!empty($this->data[$this->alias]['address1'])) { $this->data[$this->alias]['address2'] =
$this->data[$this->alias]['address1']; } government never tires of lecturing them. I don't think people need

lectures to know what they can and should do. They know. If we want to be effective advocates, we should stop
telling them what they should do, and tell them HOW to do what they already know they should be doing. In my

opinion, what you do is not a bad thing. Admittedly, yours probably isn't as good as their school's, I don't care, as
long as what you do is effective. Remember that many people don't know it yet, and if you help them - get them to

know it - good things can
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